
Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate addends, patterns, and

Permutations

Procedure: Ask students to place one green rod in front of themselves and to
line up all the rods, like cars on a train, that equal it in length. [one green, three
whites, one white and one red, and one red and one white]. Explain that
trains having the same rods in a different order are considered to be different
trains.

Ask groups to build and record all the trains equal to one purple rod. Next, ask

groups to build and record all the trains equal to one yellow rod and then to one

dark green rod. (There are 8 combinations for purple, 16 for yellow, and 32 for
dark green.)

Ask students to look for patterns that can help determine how many trains aie
possiblq for any rod. Younger students can record by coloring their solijtions on

one-centimeter Srid paper. Older students Cen create their own recording

systems [Fig. a] and share them in a follow-up class discussion. Some students

may sketch each solution; others may use grid paPer; others may make lists, using

abbreviations of their own or the standard ones. Some students may even use

number sentences.
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Ask-
awhatstrdtegies did you use to solve these problems? "

t How did you record your findings?
t Whot pdtterns did you notice os you solved these problems? [Sample resPonse:

There were twice as many possible trains for the purple rod as for the
green rod.]

t lf you noticed that there were twice as mony possib/e trains for the purple rod as for
the green rod, did you then ossume thot the yellow rod hod twice os mony possible

troins os the purple rod?

r Drd those of you who suspeaed thot doubling might be the pattern test to see iFthis

pottern holds true for rods shorter thon green?

After the discussion, show students the recording scheme that mathematicians

often use when investigating patterns. Point out that listing the rods in order of
increasing size makes patterns easier to discern.

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to represent rod trains, using addition notation

Procedure: Select one of the trains they recorded in the previous activity for the

green rod, such as the red-white train. Write 2 + 1 = 3 on the board or overhead.

Ask-
t Why is this o woy to describe the red-white roin? [The white rod is worth 1 and

the red rod is worth 2, so the sum of the white rod and the red rod is
the green rod, which is worth 3.]

Select another train students wrote for the green rod and ask students to write
the number sentence or equation that describes it. Continue until students have

written a number sentence or equation for each train:2+ 1 = 3; 1 + 2 = 3; and

1+1+1-3.

Next, have students write number sentences or equations for each train they
recorded for the purple rod and yellow rod. For students in the primary grades,

this activity is a way of relating the concrete rod trains to the appropriate addition
notation. For students in all grades, it is a way to connect the commutative
property to something concrete-just as the order of the rods does not affect the
length ofthe train, the order of the addends does not affect the sum.
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Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate multiples, prime numbers, and
multiplication

Procedure: ln this activity, students investigate to find different ways in which one
rod can be replicated by using multiple rods of only one color. Give each pair one
set of Cuisenaire Rods. Model the activity with the orange rod.

Ask-
J How mony white rodsdoes rt toke to equol the lengtlt of one oronge rod? l10f
t How many red rods does it toke to equol the length of one oronge rod? l5l
s How mony yellow rods does it toke to equal the length of one orange rod? l2l
t Con you find multiples of any other color rods thot eguol the length of one orange rod?

lnol Why not? [Sample responses: Only groups of the white, red, and
yellow rods can be used to equal the length ofthe orange rod. Ten is a
multiple of only 2 and 5.1

To record theirhndings, have students write the name of the rod they were
replicating (orange) and list below it all the ways they found to replicate the rod
with rods of one color. Approaching problems systematically not only helps
children keep track of where they are but also helps them identify patterns.
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Alternatively, students can set up a chart, as shown below.

Rod Color Number
white 10

red 5

yellow 2

Have pairs of students continue this activity by finding all the ways to make trains
of one color that are equal in length to each of the nine remaining rods and then
recording their solutions. When students have completed the activity, discuss their
findings.

Ask-
t Why con every other rod be mode with two rods .of one colorZ [These rods are

equaf to an even number of units, representing the numbers 2, 4, 5,8,
and 10, They are divisible by two.l

I Which rods could be mode only with white rods? [white, red, green, yellow, and
blackl WhyZ [These rods represent 1 and the prirne numbers 2, 3, 5,
and 7. Prime numbers only have two factors-one and themselves.
Therefore, only white rods, which represent 1, can be used to build
them.l

t Whot other potterns did you identify when you replicoted the different rods? [Sample
responses: Only two of the rods can be made by using three rods of
the same color. There are more ways to make the brown rod, the
dark green rod, and the orange rod than to make any other rod.]

Note: Students in grade 4 and above can investigate replicating numbers larger
than 10 by making trains consisting of two or more rods. For example, an

orange-white train is equal to 1 1; an orange-red train is equal to 12; and an

orange-orange-white train is worth 21 .

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate fractions

Proceduie: ln this activity, partners explore part-whole relationships between
pairs of rods.

Ask-
. Which rod is exoaly hotf the length of one orange rod? [1 yellow rod]

Show students that this fact can be recorded in either of two ways:

o--2yor\/=+a.

Ask-
t Why can the relotionship between one yellow rod ond one oronge rod be expressed in

these two different woys? [Sample responses: They both mean the same
thing. The first expression means that it takes two yellow rods to
equal an orange rod. The second expression means that a yellow rod
is one-half the size of an orange rod,]

Next, have students find all other pairs of rods that share the same part-whole

relationship of f. Then ask them to find all the pairs of rods in which one rod is 3 of

the other, l ofthe other, and so on, up to it ofthe other. Remind students to
record all the relationships they find.
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When students have completed the activity, have them share their findings. List
students' responses on the board or overhead.

Ask-
t Whot other rod pairs did you find in which one rod wos one-holf of onother rod?

[white and red; red and purple; purple and brownl green and dark
green]

t How do you know thot you found oll possible poirs? [Sample response: I tried to
match each color rod with a larger rod to see if the smaller rod
egualed one-half of the larger rod.]

t Why is the yellow rod the longest rod you found thot is holf of another rod? lThe
longest rod, orange, is worth 10. Half of 10 is 5, the value of the yellow
rod.l

r ls it possible to moke a rod train for which one dark green rod would be half of the rod

troin? Gve one exomple. [Yes; Sample response: orange and red rod train]
t For which color rods could you find no smaller rod to represent one half of the lorger

rod? [white, green, yellow, black, and blue]
t Could you moke rod troins for whJch no rod could be holf? [Yes; Sample

respons€s: orange and white train, red and black train, or purple and
blue t4ain]

List and discuss.the remaining part-whole relationships that students found for *, 1,
etc. lt is important that they verbalize the idea that if it takes three of one color
rod to make another rod, the first is one-third of the second; that if it takes four of
one coloi rod to make another, the first is one-fourth ofthe second, and so on. ln

discussing the fractional notation of +,tr,+, etc., make sure that students note that
the bottom number, or denominator, of the fraction indicates how many parts are
required to make the whole-

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate fractions with numerators other
than 1.

Procedure: ln this activity, students are asked to find the number of single units
in each rod in the pair to determine the relationship of the rods to each other.
Begin by asking-
rWhot is the port-whole relationship between one red rod ond one green rod? Exploin

your reosoning. [Sample responses: The red rod is 3 of the green rod,
because it takes three white rods to equal the green rod, and the red
rod is equal to two of the white rods. A white rod is * of the green rod,
and the red rod is equal to two white rods. So the red rod is equal to f
of the green rod.]

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate and find equivalent fractions

Procedure: ln this activiry, students choose a rod, build all the one-color trains
they can for that rod, and then find all the names for the rods they use. This enables

students to learn that different fractional names can represent the same amount of
the whole. The exploration becomes more challenging when students, taking each

rod in turn, give it a value of one and determine all the fractional names for the
other rods.

Ask-
t How mony on*eobr trains thot equol the oronge rod con you find? lthreet a train of

2 yellow rods, a train of 5 red rods, and a train of 10 white rods]

Assigrt a value of 1 to the orange rod. Ask students to build all the one-color rains
that cgual one brange rod end then t6 find the fraetional names to represent the
part whole relationShip of one of the smaller rods to the orange rod. You may need
to remind some students that they will need to use white rods to substitute for the
odd number rods (green, yeilow, black, and blue) to find the numerator, or top
number, for these fractions.

When students have completed this task, have a class discussion to give students an

opportunity to share their findings and strategies.

Ask-
t What froaionol part of one oronge rod is one white rod? ffif
t One red rod? lft or lf
t One ligltt green rod? lrtl
t One purple rod? l# or EJ

t One yellow rod? lr$ or *7
t One dork green rod? [t o.8]
t One block rod? lrtf
t One brown rod? [S or $]
t One blue rod? f#f

Some students may not realize that the red rod has two equivalent names-* and

#. Draw their attention to the fact that tvvo white rods equal one red rod. Since

one white rod is 1s1 and two white rods 162, the red rod is also 1s?.
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Assign a value of 1 to the blue rod. Ask students to build all the one-color trains
that equal one blue rod and to find the fractional names to represent the part-
whole relationship of one of the smaller rods to the blue rod. lf time permits,
have students build all the one-color trains that equal one black rod and find the
fractional names to represent the part-whole relationship of each rod to the
black rod.

When students have completed rhis activity, have groups share rheir results for a

particular set of rods and explain the reasoning they used in narning each rod.

Ask- 
: '

I Why were you oble to frnd only one froction nome for the bloct<, yellow, green, ond red
rods? [These rods represent prime numbers that can only be built with
white rods.l

Group Siz6: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate equivalent fractions, improper
fractions, and mixed numbers

Procedure: Model the activity with the brown rod having a value of 1. Begin with
the white rod, as other rods may need to be compared with it before their values
can be determined.

Ask-
t Whot fraaionol port of one brown rod is one white rod? ltJ
t What froaionol part of one brown rod is one red rod? l& or 17
tWhot froaionol part of one brown rod is one green rod? l$l
As students did in the rod pairs activity, they will need to use the white rod to
show that one green rod is I of one brown rod. Continue, finding and discussing all
the values for each rod and recording the values on the board or overhead.
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Ask-
t What froaional port of one brown rod is one blue rod? f$ or 1 f ]
Not all students will realize that the blue rod's relationship to the brown rod has

two fraction names-$ since it is as long as 9 white rods, and 1* since it is as long
as 1 brown rod and 1 white rod. This is a good time to talk about improper
fractions and mixed numbers,

Once students understand how to proceed, ask them to find all the fraction names

for each rod when the green rod is assigned the value of 1. Have them record
their findings and be prepared to explain them. Continue with the black rod, the
orange rod, etc.

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate the meaning of ratio and

ProPortion

Procedure: ln this activity, students use the orange rod measurement of an object
and the relationship between the length ofthe orange rod and other rods to
calculate, without measuring, the length of the object in a color rod other than the
orange rod. To model this activity, choose an object that measures between 9 and

12 orange rods in length-a window ledge, chalk tray, bookcase, etc.

Ask-
t How many orange rods do you think it would toke to equol the length of the objea?

Have students discuss their prediction with a partner before sharing with the class.

List their predictions on the board; then find the length ofthe object in orange
rods.

Next, ask-
t How mony yellow rods would it toke to equol the length of the some object?

Give each pair of students one orange rod and one yellow rod and tell them that
they need to solve the problem without actually measuring the object with the
yellow rod. When they have an answer, they should record it and explain in
writing why they think their answer is correct.

lf students are having difficulty, ask them what they notice about the comparative
length of the orange and yellow rods. [Two yellow rods egual one orange
rod.] lf necessary, have them measure the orange rod with the yellow rod. Have
students write their answer and a short explanation that describes the strategies

used to find the answer. When students have completed this activity, have them
take turns reading their explanations aloud to the class.
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Assign a value of 1 to the blue rod. Ask students to build all the one-color trains
that equal one blue rod and to find the fractional names to represent the part-
whole relationship of one of the smaller rods to the blue rod. lf time permits,
have students build all the one-color trains that equal one black rod and find the
fractional names to represent the part-whole relationship of each rod to the
black rod.

When students have completed this activity, have groups share their results for a

particular set of rods and explain the reasoning they used in naming each rod.

Ask-
I Why were you oble to find only one fraction nome for the btock, yellow, green, ond red

rods? [These rods represent prime numbers that can only be built with
white rods.l

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate equivalent fractions, improper
fractions, and mixed numbers

Procedure: Model the activity with the brown rod having a value of 1. Begin with
the white rod, as other rods may need to be compared with it before their values
can be determined.

Ask-
t Whot fractionol port of one brown rod is one white rod? f$l
t What froaional port of one brown rod is one red rodT lt or *7
tWhot froaionol port of one brown rod is one green rod? f$l

As students did in the rod pairs activity, they will need to use the white rod to
show that one green rod is * of one brown rod. Continue, finding and discussing all

the values for each rod and recording the values on the board or overhead.
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Ask-
t What froaional port of one brown rod is one blue rod? f& or 1 $]

Not all students will realize that the blue rod's relationship to the brown rod has

two fraction names-$ since it is as long as 9 white rods, and '1* since it iS as long
as 1 brown rod and "l white rod. This is a good time to talk about improper
fractions and mixed numbers.

Once students understand how to proceed, ask them to find all the fraction names
for each rod when the green rod is assigned the value of 1. Have them record
their findings and be prepared to explain them. Continue with the black rod, the
orange rod, etc.

Group Size: Teams of two students

Objective: Use Cuisenaire Rods to investigate the meaning of ratio and

ProPortion

Procedure: ln this activity, students use the orange rod measurement of an object
and the relationship between the length ofthe orange rod and other rods to
calculate, without measuring, the length of the object in a color rod other than the
orange rod. To model this activit),, choose an object that measures between 9 and
12 orange rods in length-a window ledge, chalk tray, bookcase, etc.

Ask-
t How many oronge rods do you think it would take to equo! the length of the objea?

Have students discuss their prediction with a partner before sharing with the class.
List their predictions on the board; then find the length of the obiect in orange
rods.

Next, ask-
t How mony yellow rods would it take to equol the length of the same objea?

Give each pair of students one orange rod and one yellow rod and tell them that
they need to solve the problem without actually measuring the object with the
yellow rod. When they have an answer, they should record it and explain in
writing why they think their answer is correct.

lf students are having difficulty, ask them what they notice about the comparative
length of the orange and yellow rods. [Two yellow rods equal one orange
rod.] lf necessary, have them measure the orange rod with the yellow rod. Have
students write their answer and a short explanation that describes the strategies
used to find the answer. When students have completed this activity, have them
take turns reading their explanations aloud to the class.


